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THE SEARCHERS: following the Beatles nostalgia boom? 

of ,i song that's already 
been a miss for Main 
Ingredient Uggh - type 
spoken intro followed by 
seemingly uninterested 
singer with a plastic 
reggae beat. The stereo 
mn is the only redeeming 
feature as Coconut 
Airways crash again. 

SPLINTER: 'Half Way 
There (Dark Horse 
AMS5506) 
What happened to them? 
Well they still make folk - 

orientated laid back if 
cliched singles Pleasant 
they'll always sound but 
there's no hook to get this 
into the 50, methinks. 
Not even half way there 
lcu ch1I 

MISSA LUBA: 'Sanc- 
tus' (Phillips 60211 
At a little under two 
minutes in length this 
aunt quantity - but it's 
quality as mood music is 
immediate The theme 
music from 'If is a chant 
by a group of congolese 
teachers. Excitingly dif- 
ferent it is but it's still a 

i missa 

THE SHANGRI LA'S: 
'Leader Of The Pack' 
ICharly CS 1009) 
Twelve years old and still 
wicked, the greatest of all 
the teenage death 
laments is re - cycled 
along with 'Give Him A 
Great Big Kiss'. Anything 
produced by someone 
called Shadow Morton 
lust has to be special. 
You best believe I love it 
L -U -V. 

PATTI SMITH: 'Gloria' 
(Arista 01711 
What is this with Van 
Mormon this week? Here 
we get the controversial 
Patti Smith on Van's 
tune. It'll never be a hit 
too many tempo changes, 
too many words and too 
much raucous rock. Give 
her the Bruce Spdngsteen 
boys 

PATTI SMITH: too 
much - tempo - 
words -rock 

THE SEARCHERS: 
'Needles And Pins' 
(P y e 7 N 455981 
Great song but never 
liked this as much as 
Jackie de Shannon's 
original. The Beatles may 
well have burst the 
nostalgia boom so this 
early - Sixties outing is in 
for a shaky cruise. 
LOGGINS & MESSINA: 
Peacemaker (CBS S 
CBS 4196) 
Are you sure it's not Van 
Morrison? It sounds good 
anyway except for the 
heavy moralising about 
'half the world is starving' 
Bet Jim isn't. It should 
have stayed on the album 
though. 
RHYTHM HERITAGE: 
'Barbetta's Theme' 
(ABC 4117) 
Another theme song for 
the Heritage and a cent for 
the soul and disco charts 
but it hasn't got that 

. 

Immediate appeal to 
make the pop charts. 
Great dancer by yet 
another rhythm section is 
about all. 

WHITE PLAINS: 'Sum- 
mer Nights' (Bradleys 
76091 
Every harmony group in 
the country is chasing 
that hot seasonal hh with 
their Beach Boys' 
impersonating vocals. 
Watered - down 'Good 
Vibrations' sound isn't 
really good enough and 
neither is the song. 

AL GREEN: 'Let It 
Shine' (London HLU 
10527) 
Usual fare from Al who 
hasn't been hitting too 
high lately. Mid - tempo 
mid - Memphis mish - 
mosh that'll depend 
entirely on the number of 
airplays Willie Mitchell 
seems determined to 
make sure Al's a spent 
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force. Where did I hear 
those horns before? 

DON ESTELLE: 'If 
You'd Really Cared' 
(EM 124601 
Sans Windsor Davies 
here's shorty in true 78 
form. But he's over- 
played his hand this time 
with uninspired downbeat 
Nat 'King' Cote type ditty 
that has you thinking - is 
this the original? TV series 
ends and so does hits 
Sorry. 

RASPBERRIES: 'Over- 
night Sensation' (Hit 
Record) (Capitol CL 
158601 
A re - released attempt to 
cash in on Eric Carmen's 
solo success Can't see 
this long complex opus 
(complete with false 
finish) making it. 

Mayóea... 

PRETTY 
FAST 

WOMAN 
GENO WASHINGTON 
AND THE RAM JAM 
BAND: 'Oh, Pretty 
Woman' (DJM DJS 
669) 
He takes it faster than the 
Big 0, adds horns here 
and there and It fits that 
disco mould. The new 
treatment makes it hardly 
recognisable and it's 
anybody's guess which 
way it'll go 
GANG: 'Mama Told 
Me, Papa Told Me' 
(20th Century BTC 
1025) 
More catchy melodies 
with the synthesised' 
typical pop song feel to It. 

But it's not happening for 
the Wombles these days 
and this one Is in the same 
mould. If there's room for 
another instant teenage 
sound then they've got it. 
I mayhel 
EDWIN STARR: Time' 
(Tamla Motown TMG 
10281 
Edwin in his best 'War' 
period. Everything 
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GANG: out of the Womble mould 
shuffles, he's desperate, 
cliched lyrics, cramped 
production. It's great and 
one for the gyrators 
amongst you but it's not 
that much of a vogue 
sound these days Pity. 

THE SUPREMES: 'I'm 
Gonna Let My Heart Do 
The Walking' (Tumid 
MotownTMG 1029) 
Still searching for a 

definite sound maybe it 

could be high vocals with 
a shuffling Holland - 
Dozier rhythm. No, of 
course it's not, but 
they're in the country, the 
vocal delivery is excellent 
and are the $BC playing 
it? 

JR WALKER: 9'm So 
Glad' (Tamla Motown 
rMG 10271 
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That man with the sax 
hasn't got enough 
definition in this éisco 
better to get the record 
away. It wails on and on 
with Jr testifying to his 
gladness. Is there record 

buying strength in 
dancers we ask. 

BUSTER: 'Sunday' 
(RCA 2678) 

Simple, summery sound 
aimed firmly at the teen 
market which is getting 
an uplift thanks to Silk 
Unfortunately for them 
they aren't Silk try as hard 
as they can to look like 
them but it'll be the 
weakness of the song 
that'll stop this. Never- 
theless keep your eyes on 
this foursome 
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NEW ALBUM 

. 111-© " PLUTO" 

PL 1002 

MAY RELEASE 

INCLUDING THE HITS 

"DAT" 

"RAM GOAT LIVER" 
"I SHOT THE SHERIFF 
KUNG FU FIGHTING 
ROCK THE BOAT" 
8t MANY MORE - 
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